English.
Story work focusing on extending and joining ideas.
Also organising stories into paragraphs and chapters.
Punctuation of speech.
Use of perfect present tense rather than simple past
tense for story.
Describing character and settings (linked to myths);
There will be further reading and writing links made
across the curriculum (shown in other Topic areas).
Guided Reading will be done either as a whole class
(with adult-led and independent group work) or
individually.

Maths.
Based upon White Rose scheme developing core numeracy
skills; including Multiplicative Reasoning, Additive
Reasoning, Geometry and Number Sense. Focus on fractions,
money, statistics, properties of shapes, mass and capacity,
position and direction.

Geography/History.

Children will have regular opportunities to complete
mathematical investigations to apply skills in context.

We will use a range of sources to find out about the past,
particularly thinking about the lasting legacy of Ancient
Greece upon Art, Culture and Politics.

We will locate Greece and look
at how Ancient Greek civilisation
spread across Europe;

Pupils will learn about Greek myths and will design their
own mythical creatures using ‘An Anthology of Intriguing
Animals’ as an example text.
We will think about significant individuals from
Ancient Greece such as Hippocrates and Socrates.

‘Ancient Greece’
Class 3, Summer 2019.
Science.
Light and shadow: Investigating

Miss Skelley, Mrs Barnby, Mrs Palmer,

shadows

Miss Collins, Mrs Kent-Smith.

Understanding the places and roles of
the Sun, Earth and Moon in our
Solar System, day and night and seasons.

Physical/Emotional Health and Well-being:

Exploring forces using magnets

Learning about enterprise. Making spending and saving choices.
Talking about emotions. Understanding persuasion. Managing
changes – linking to transitions to new year groups.

Physical Education:

Music.

Continues to be taught by Miss Skelley and Achieve for All
Staff. Dance (re-arranged from last term); Athletics
(preparing for Sports Day), Cricket and Rounders.

Taught by Miss Collins. Read and write musical notation.
Repeated percussion patterns. Singing. Composing. Miss Collins
will link some pieces to Ancient Greece.

Magnetism:

Art/Design Technology.
Looking at images relating to Ancient Greece.
Comparing images created at the
time and afterwards.
Design and create a repeating Greek
pattern using printing techniques. Maths link:
symmetry, rotation, properties of shapes.
Printing using Greek symbols.
Pottery/sculpture English Link: Meet the Artist
Alexander Calder. Compare his
sculpture to Greek works.
Computing: Printing: Creating a
piece of artwork based on Calder’s
images using digital media.
Varying controls to take a pleasing
photograph. Pupils to use these images to inform and
develop Calder pieces.

French:
Describing the weather, direction, colours, giving
opinions and discussing hobbies.

